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For over 35 years, Johnson Window Films has been a

trusted name in the window film business. We manufacture a

comprehensive line of high quality automotive, commercial,

residential and security films.

Because we work so closely with our independent dealers,

we’ve been able to garner unique insights that have led to

better design of window film products to address heat load,

glare, fading and security concerns. This enables Johnson

Window Films to constantly provide the highest level

of film quality to dealers.

JWF films are scratch resistant, easy to

care for, and will provide years of satisfaction.

There is an outstanding warranty program

backing up all Johnson Window Films. The

warranty also includes tips on how to care and

clean your glass after film is applied.

Finally, Johnson Window Films are available only through

professional independent installers. These specialists will be

happy to consult with you and recommend the right film to

fit your needs. 
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if your building was designed and con-

structed before recent glass innovations

became available, the original windows

may not be performing at an optimal level.

An upgraded glass system, taking advantage

of today’s advanced window film products,

provides improved temperature control

while significantly reducing air conditioning

costs. In addition, window film protects furniture

and other office products against fading caused

by damaging UV rays. It will also increase security

and safety and enhance the overall appearance

of your building.

At Johnson Window Films, we understand the

challenges facing building managers today as they

try to incorporate cost-efficient ways to improve

day-to-day operations. Increasing occupant loads

require more thermal control and aging HVAC cooling

systems lose their efficiency, especially at peak heat

periods. While window replacement is a complex and

costly solution, commercial window film application is

a practical and efficient option.

Temperature imbalances often occur inside a building

due to hot or cool zones from sunny or shady areas.

Applying Johnson commercial window films can correct

this imbalance and provide even comfort throughout

Enjoy Savings and
Comfort Year Round

Reduce the Level
of Annoying Glare

Increase Overall
Worker Productivity 

Employees are uncomfortable, annoyed and ultimately

dissatisfied. Johnson Window Films will help increase

worker productivity by providing a more comfortable

and relaxing work environment for everyone.

Johnson Window Films offers a wide variety of com-

mercial film options to choose from. You can select

the degree of heat rejection and the color or shade

of film to suit your needs. There are films that provide

a modern, reflective look while others are available

in a variety of striking colors.

And if you are looking to increase your protection

against shattered glass or dangerous shards, Johnson

Window Films’ Trident films are thicker in design to

help hold glass in place during breakage caused by

environmental effects, vandalism, violence or even

bomb blasts. 

Please consult your professional installer for expert

advice and assistance with your choice.

Whether your glare problem originates from direct sun-

light, or reflections from snow, water or surrounding

buildings, adding window film to your building is an

ideal solution. Not only is glare bothersome, but also

it’s harmful and tiring to the eyes. Fortunately, Johnson

Window Films can correct any glare problem and make

daily work tasks easier for your occupants.

Think about it. If your building is experiencing constant

heat control and/or glare problems, more than likely

worker efficiency is not at its most desirable level. 

your office space, including the area adjacent

to the windows. In addition, balancing the

inside temperature will considerably reduce

air conditioning costs and will extend the life

of most HVAC equipment.

Interior fading is an expensive problem facing building

owners and their tenants. Heat exposure and UV sun-

light can significantly shorten the life of carpeting,

draperies, wood finishes, corporate art collections and

other furnishings. Plus, dangerous UV rays can pose a

potential health risk to building occupants. Johnson

films are designed to reject significant levels of solar

heat and up to 99% of UV rays. By doing so, they can

help control fading while protecting the occupants’

skin from the damaging effects of the sun.

A building’s exterior look is very important in presenting

a professional appearance. Window film creates a

uniform look and can eliminate the problem of less

attractive window furnishings, such as blinds or draperies.

Johnson offers a variety of film shades (or densities) to

block out any uncomplimentary interior furnishings.

Additionally, you can choose a color that compliments

your building’s exterior structure to give it a “face lift ,”

or to support any type of remodeling project.

Protect Your Building’s 
Interior and Occupants

Enhance the Beauty
of Your Building’s Exterior

When applied to
glass, window film
rejects heat and
damaging UV rays
while allowing light
to pass through.
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